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About This Game

What is human destiny? How can our deeds can affect our destiny? What if I told you that you could live your life in many
different ways? Suppose you washed your dishes years ago when your Mom asked you to? Could it change your life then?

Nothing can be returned now... But you have a perfect chance to live Matthew's life as your own. He's been alone since
childhood. He decides to tell his story to Ashley Coul, a doctor. Try Matthew's destiny...

Determine the fate of the hero taking important decisions in his life.

The story tells of attempts to understand the life of a young man named Matthew. With each step back in conversation, a new
fragment of his past is revealed. As you progress through the game, Dr. Cole on trying to understand why the young man has

come to such a life

Key features

- Sad story, but with a possible positive outcome

- Choice and consequence driven narrative adventure

- Multiple endings depending on the choices you make

- Impressive graphics.

- The game is based on real events
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I spent 50 cents on it, and I have to say, it wasn't even worth that. The game glitches and freezes randomly, you don't actually
play anything, you just read dialogue -
everything is mispelled, you can walk through walls -
I had no idea what was going on, some choices were mine, others were made for me -

It completely is a garbage game, did they spend an hour making it? Literally anyone could have made a better game than this
junk heap, why is this even on Steam???. descent indie rpg game made with rpg maker with an interesting story for a cheap
price.. hi guys i got a 90% coupon for this game so i bought it for 20 cents
the game literally lasts seven minutes
this is how the story went
parents die--orphanage-go to party- get girlfriend-become drug dealer- go to prison- lose friends- kill yourself

i just saved you 2 bucks no go buy some csgo skins. Chloe said: you are very cute, i hope i'll see you again sometime *smack*
and game stopped, later game stopped at another moment, this replays many times. The translations were almost unreadable, the
story-lines were too short, or very repeatative. I finished all of them in 22 minutes. If they fixed their english, and had more
story, it could be good.. indie rpg made with RPG maker telling a serious story - you can easily treat this game as a visual story..
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Early Access - 10. November 2017
:
[30\/100 Points]
These Blackscreens are fixed now but I don't know how the story continues when you see your girlfriend with a man. There still
is some little problems and I would not recommend to buy it for 1.99\u20ac (only in a sale).
:
AsderGaming - 10. November 2017
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Early Access - 30. Oktober 2017
:
[40\/100 Points]
The game is not really working yet. It's fun but in 2 out of 3 Times you just get a blackscreen and you are calling the boy 'her'. I
will check it out again in a few days to see if something changed because the game just came out at the 25th of Septemeber. I'll
just give it a 'Thumbs up' to not change anyone's plans to buy it. It's only 0,49\u20ac so why not.
:
AsderGaming - 30. Oktober 2017
----------------------------------------------------------------------
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